### ARTISTIC DIRECTOR’S EXPERIENCE CIRCLE $20,000+

- Priority, reserved VIP seating for 20 people to each of Serenbe Playhouse’s 6 shows
- Priority, reserved parking at prime spots nearest our site entrance
- Early access to show site before general public
- Exclusive access to all pre and post show special events
- Opportunity to underwrite a special program, school partnership, performance or partnership of your choice *
- Private transportation, dinner at a Serenbe restaurant, and overnight accommodations for up to 4 people for a performance of your choice **
- Playbill & Website recognition
- Invitation to Opening night of each show to include a pre show reception and Patron VIP seating

### SUSTAINER OF THE PLAYHOUSE $10,000+

- Priority, reserved VIP seating for 10 people to each of Serenbe Playhouse’s 6 shows
- Priority, reserved parking at prime spots nearest our site entrance
- Early access to show site before general public
- Exclusive access to pre and post show special events
- Private transportation and dinner at a Serenbe restaurant for up to 4 people for a performance of your choice **
- Opportunity to underwrite a prime performance or school partnership of your choice, with written and verbal recognition on site *
- Playbill & Website recognition
- Invitation to Opening night of each show to include a pre show reception and Patron VIP seating

### PATRON OF THE PLAYHOUSE $5,000+

- Priority, reserved seating for 8 people to each of Serenbe Playhouse’s 6 shows
- Early access to show site before general public
- Exclusive access to pre and post show special events
- Private Dinner for 4 at a participating Serenbe restaurant **
- Playbill & Website recognition
- Invitation to Opening night of each show to include a pre show reception and Patron VIP seating

### SHOW PATRON $2,500+

- Priority, reserved seating for 4 people to each of Serenbe Playhouse’s 6 shows
- Early access to show site before general public
- Exclusive access to pre and post show special events
- Playbill & Website recognition
- Invitation to Opening night of each show to include a pre show reception and Patron VIP seating

### WEEKLY PATRON $1,000+

- Priority, reserved seating for 2 people to each of Serenbe Playhouse’s 6 shows
- Early access to show site before general public
- Exclusive access to pre and post show special events
- Playbill & Website recognition
- Invitation to Opening night of each show to include a pre show reception and Patron VIP seating

### WEEKEND PATRON $500+

- Priority, reserved seating for 1 person to each of Serenbe Playhouse’s 6 shows
- Early access to show site before general public
- Exclusive access to pre and post show special events
- Playbill & Website recognition
- Invitation to Opening night of each show to include a pre show reception and Patron VIP seating

---

Serenbe Playhouse is a professional theatre committed to site-specific performances and programs that connect art, nature and community.
WHO WE ARE

VISION

Serenbe Playhouse is a professional theatre company committed to producing bold new works and reinvented classics that connect art, nature and community.

MISSION

Serenbe Playhouse believes that theatre as an art form has the unique power to illuminate the human experience. In pursuit of that vision, we produce artistically rich site-specific performances and programing that reduces the barriers between artists and audiences by immersing patrons in an environment that amplifies the beauty of nature, and provides numerous opportunities for engagement, conversation, and collaboration.

VALUES

nature  
We will honor and respect our community and its surroundings by minimizing waste, repurposing materials and employing LEED approved technology when appropriate.

community  
We will strive to build a community of artists and audiences of all ages and backgrounds from throughout metro Atlanta.

education  
We will support our belief that theatre is a necessity not a privilege by providing active opportunities for students to work alongside emerging and established professionals.

With Your Support

In 2020 We Will Be Able To:

Serve over 13,000 students and young people throughout Atlanta, Metro-Atlanta, South Fulton County, and right at home in Serenbe through our Education programming, outreach and school touring performances. In 2020, we’re even going international with our South Africa Exchange Program.

Train the next group of great artists, technicians and arts administrators through our Year Round Apprentice Company of 10 Recent Graduates that receive a paid stipend, housing, and receive monthly professional training and an End of Year Showcase attended by Atlanta’s finest arts institutions.

Improve our planet through our Green Theatre Practices. All productions are performed outdoors in concert with Nature, repurpose existing structures, and use natural light and 90% LED theatrical lighting. Sets are designed for disassembly and constructed with reclaimed and recycled materials with the goal of minimizing a production’s waste and impact on the environment. In 2020 we are partnering with We Are Neutral to reduce and remove our carbon footprint.

Provide over 170 days of ground-breaking, immersive theater. Our ticket sales cover only 50% of our operations, and your generous support is what helps create all the magic.

We accomplished so much in 2019 and in 2020 we plan to do so much more! Serenbe Playhouse is committed to GROWTH and to make an impact for you, your family, and our community.